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Sanjay Gandhi 
National Park, 
Mumbai

100,000 slum dwellers



47 leopards



ANR-funded UNPEC project (2014-17) : National 
parks in megacities

F. Landy ed., From urban national parks to natured cities in the 
global South: The quest for naturbanity, Springer, 2018, 329 p. 

The material challenges of an urban national park + corruption ?
Or a cultural reason? Imported model of national park vs. 
Hinduism-based world view refusing nature/culture divide.



I. No nature/culture dichotomy in Hindu India?

tank and temple

Descola
(2005/2013): 
Indian dominant 
ontology is 
"analogism", far 
from modern, 
Western 
"naturalism”.



Caution !
Naturalism = « a 
process and not a 
state » (Anheim, 
2018). 
Changes in time and 
space vs. culturalism.

Analogism = Relationship between elements of very different orders - plant or 
animal form, planet, soil food... - astrology, geomancy.

Horny !

The body as a microcosm (Zimmermann, 1982) . 



Divinized non-humans



Deities with their animal « vehicle »



Hanuman helping Rama
 Pilferer monkeys not killed

Rat Temple (Rajasthan): 25,000 animals



Hindouism and analogism: efficient mixers of nature/culture

« bio-divinity » (Tomalin, 2004)

Specific relationship to nature 
in religious texts (Vedas) : the 
Brahman is the Universe
≠ biblical piecemeal, 
anthropocentric creation



Fragile Bhumi Devi
(Khajuraho temple and comics)



« Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need, 
but not every man’s greed »

Gandhi inventing environmental footprint…

growing Standard Environmental Narrative (Greenough, 2001, 
quoted by Dejouhanet, 2017).

« Environmental wisdom » of ancient cultures (Golden Age) or today’s
« tribals ». See Vandana Shiva.



II. Yet, a very ambiguous « Hindu environmentalism »

• Only humans can obtain moksha (liberation), along a hierarchized journey

• A dual geography made of oppositions (village vs. forest, raw vs cooked, 
wild vs. domestic). "We were eating crows when they lived in the forest, 
but now crows live in village, hence we don't eat. Same for house rats"

• How could humans even think of intervening for protecting the divine nature?

• A political exploitation: Social inequality justified by ecological adaptation
Gadgil & Guha (1992) guilty of eco-casteism (Sharma, 2017).
« Saffron-green » movements (dams on Mother Ganga).



• The reality of socio-
religious practices:
sacred groves

Conservation for/by gods, not for 
nature



Refrain from any "romantic" vision of a supposed environmentalist 
tradition of Hinduism (Tomalin, 2004); 

“Our” environmentalism : rather a Western origin, spread to India via 
imported models (national parks) and social elites.



III. « Situating » Anthropocene in India

• « Global » Paul Crutzen vs. « local » geographers: how to use the 
notion of Anthropocene?

• Disaggregate in time and space



• Historically, growth of « environmentality » (Agrawal, 2005) : 
colonial and post-colonial modernity ; « development », land sparing
and wildlife sanctuaries
 successful graft of naturalism on analogism: « environmental
subjects » (Agrawal, 2005).

The English vocabulary of national parks’ visitors: National Geographic.

• Socially, empty-belly environmentalists vs. nature lovers ? 

Killing one individual elephant = coexisting with wildlife.

« capitalocène » (Moore, 2015) ; « bourgeois environmentalism » 
(Baviskar, 2002)



• Spatially, the role of the settings (no culturalist overinterpretation)

Mahouts in Kerala (Münster, 2016): importance of forest as an 
environment (livelihood).

 Causality with both senses: 

Locally, a type of environment can partially explain the relationship to it 
(mahouts); 

conversely, representations of the environment can explain certain 
environmentalist practices.



Back to Mumbai

Humans enter, non-humans
leave: circulation over 
boundaries.



« Naturalist » national park
- in a partially « analogist » culture
- with locally tribal « animism »! 



Warli temple to the tiger god Waghoba within national park



• addition of  two types of factors explains the intensity of the 
problems. 

1. huge housing crisis, legal chaos, etc

2. Training of rangers/urban authorities in “naturalism” while in 
an analogist-animist setting.

Leopards : postmodern animals.
Following Latour (1991), national parks need “purification”: through specific
spatial arrangements, animals are made radically different from humans.
However, these arrangements produce hybrids that disrupt the broad
naturalist categories.

Ghosal et al (2013) on research on big cats: 90% of the publications on
protected areas, even though one-third of tigers outside
 “rescueing” leopards can kill!



MERCI !



The Bishnoi community (1730) 
 Chipko movement

Hinduism and Vedism highlight 
the values of frugality, poverty 
and even renunciation (forest).


